
The Open Road Scarf

Size:   55” long and 7” wide
Yarn: 3 skeins of Morehouse Merino 2-ply

Needles:  circular 24” or longer US #7 or 8, or size to obtain gauge
Gauge:  4 sts/inch

Lane 1:
Using main color (MC), cast on 226 stitches loosely.
Work in seed stitch: 

Row 1:  *k1, p1, repeat from * to end
Row 2:  *p1, k1, repeat from * to end

These two rows form the pattern for seed stitch.

Repeat seed stitch pattern 14 more times (you will have worked a total of 15 repeats and 30 rows).

Center Lines:
Switch to contrast color (CC) but do not break yarn.  Leave it hanging and pull it up the side of the work as you alternate 
colors for the lines in the scarf.
With CC, knit 4 rows.  
Switch back to MC and knit 2 rows.
Switch back to CC to work the dotted line.  You’ll be knitting with CC and slipping stitches in MC.  
The dotted line row 1:  k7, sl2 wyib, *k5, sl2 wyib, repeat from * to last 7 stitches.  Knit to end.
The dotted line row 2:  k7, sl2 wyif, *k5, sl2 wyif, repeat from * to last 7 stitches.  Knit to end.
Repeat the dotted line rows once more (for a total of 4 rows).

Lane 2:
Switch back to MC and work seed stitch rows 1 and 2 for 15 repeats (a total of 30 rows).
Bind off loosely in pattern, matching the stretchiness of your cast-on edge.

Finishing: 
Darn in ends and block using lukewarm water and a gentle detergent (we like Palmolive), soak scarf for 10 minutes.  
Rinse using water the same temperature as the wash water.  Gently squeeze out as much water as you can by hand, then 
lay scarf flat on a towel.  Roll up the towel and squeeze to remove excess water.  Lay scarf flat to dry, shaping as needed. 

Show us what you’ve knit!   Email us a picture or find us on social media: @morehousefarm or #madewithmorehouse
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Have leftover yarn?
Make a hat to match!

Download the Fisherman Cap PDF 
pa ern for free 

with code OPENROAD2 at 
www.MorehouseFarm.com/

product/fisherman-cap/ 


